
Julia Miranda 

Live Wedding Illustration

Capturing your special day for you to treasure and display



Live wedding illustration works on three levels:

Add to the buzz of your day with an entertaining “side show”. I am 
discrete but approachable and welcome chatting with guests while I paint.

Enhance the beauty of the event with a pop up gallery of quick guest 
portraits, creating a gathering point that is constantly evolving.

Receive a hand-made work of art to display, cherish and share, 
that is totally unique to you.
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Wedding of Sophie and Josh, St Christopher’s Church and Tythe Barn and fields, the Cotswolds







Quick sketches on hand-made A5 watercolour paper to display in a  pop up gallery. 

Guests  can take these  as precious keepsakes to hang at home.

Guest portraits



Inspiration from my live event portfolio



At the Forest’s Edge, Royal Shakespeare Company, Stratford 
Compilation of moments painted live at an outdoor arts event.

A single painting 



The Together Space. Mini-festival for children with and without additional 
physical and educational needs to come together and play freely.



Pocket Festival, Talton Lodge, Oxfordshire





Hotel Pousada Paratí, Brazil Watercolour



Carter’s Travelling Steam Funfair chalk pastel and charcoal



William Morris Museum, London, Ink and pencil on paper
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Devon garden, chalk and gouache on wood

Sugar Loaf mountain, Wales, watercolour on paper

Capturing a sense of Place



Key Moments and Guest Portraits Guest portraits

Capturing key moments in my relaxed, impressionistic style  live at the ceremony 
and speeches. Sketching guests at reception and drinks.

Available in two formats:

Adding to the buzz of your reception or drinks by creating a 
growing pop up gallery of quick guest sketches.

The A5 watercolour concertina book:

This  light, discrete format is a 
precious object bound in linen which 
is ready to display on a shelf or place 
in a box-frame.

The single large canvas (minimum A2 
size)

Created at an easel and may feature fewer 
elements, on a larger scale. 

Paintings on A5 hand made watercolour paper . Guests can take 
these original artworks home to hang as precious keepsakes. 

The Key Moments artwork is painted live and then completed during a day at the 
studio, where I can  enhance it with additional colour and detailing. I will securely 

post the final artwork to you within 5 working days.

Up to 4 hours 
Creating  roughly 12 sketches of  individual guests, 

or 10 couples and small family groups.

Concertina book £1500 Single large canvas £1800 £800 

These prices include an online meeting ahead of your special day.

These prices exclude any travel and accommodation costs. Travel time over 3 hours is charged at £15 per hour.

Dates are held upon receipt of your deposit payment of 25%.

Julia Miranda Live Wedding Illustration price list



Prices exclude any postage costs.

Julia Miranda holds the copyright to all artworks. Please credit @juliamirandart where you share these artworks online.

Prices correct at the time of distributing  this document. Please request any updates when making enquiries.

Reproductions

A4 prints on archive quality paper
£47 for the first print of each image , £37 thereafter

A3 prints on archive quality paper 
£75 for the first print of each image , £60 thereafter

A non-print able  low resolution digital version of any single artwork to share online.     
£25    

Artworks painted  from photographs after the big day

Individual painting from photograph
A painting on watercolour paper in my usual relaxed, impressionistic style from a single professional photo, for example the couple portrait.
With the express blessing of your photographer. Posted within 5 working days of receipt of photographs.
Roughly A4  size     £270

Compilation painting from photograph
A painting on watercolour paper  inspired by  up to four of your favourite professional photos, merging special moments in to one composition that captures the 
essence of a unique day. With the express blessing of your photographer. Posted within 10 working days of receipt of photographs.

Roughly A3 size      £510

I love to talk weddings, so don’t hesitate to get in touch with any thoughts or queries.  juliamiranda@me.com



juliamiranda@me.com

Instagram: @juliamirandart
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